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Gal+ies from SDSS z~0.1 
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Red-and-Dead Gal+ies at z~2 
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Early-t2e gal+ies at z ≈ 2 were smaller and denser 
than low-z analogs 
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Mariska Kriek                                                  ITC Luncheon                                                    April 28, 2011           

Confirmation of small sizes with WFC3
(Szomoru et al. 2010)

Virgo galaxies

z~2 galaxy

Wednesday, May 18, 2011

Confirmation of small s5es with HST-WFC3 
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Stellar Kinematics of z~2 Gal+ies  
 

Use dynamical mass instead: 
 
 
 
 
 

Requires deep Near Infrared spectroscopy  
for z >1.4 

 
 
 

Mdyn = K(n) ! re !!
2
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Confirming high stellar densities using  
stellar kinematics 

VLT  X-Shooter Observations: 
 
•  5 Targets from NMBS-I (van Dokkum et al. 2009) and  

UDS (Williams et al 2009.) 

•  Selected to be bright, non-starforming galaxies  
 at 1.4 < z < 2.1 

 
•  2 - 5 hours per source 

•  UV to NIR in single shot 

•  R = 5600 ( ~23 km/s) 
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Selection Effects:  
young p8t-starburst like gal+ies 
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X-Shooter spectr8copy 
UV to NIR in one single shot 
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z = 1.80 
 
 
 
z = 1.58 
 
 
 
 
z = 2.09 



X-Shooter spectra zoom 
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z = 1.80 
 
σ* = 281 
     ±34 km/s 
 
z = 1.58 
 
σ* = 378 
     ±54 km/s 
 
z = 2.09 
 
σ* = 442  
     ± 51 km/s 
 



Van der Wel et al 2008
Van Dokkum et al. 2009
Cappellari et al. 2009
Newman et al. 2010
Onodera et al. 2012
Bezanson et al. 2012
Toft et al 2012
This Work

Stellar and Dynamical Mass in good agreement 
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M*/Mdyn  may decrease over time:  
increase in dark matter fraction? 
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Evolution in M* / Mdyn  : 

  prediction from simulations 
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Figure 17. Predicted evolution in the ratio of dynamical mass estimator Mdyn = k ! 2 Re/G to stellar mass M! with redshift (as Figure 15). Comparing Figures 15 and
16, the evolution is primarily driven by evolving Re—more dissipational, compact stellar remnants are increasingly baryon-dominated inside their stellar Re. Again,
low-mass systems are already highly dissipational and baryon-dominated inside Re at z = 0, so there is little room for evolution.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Mhalo " M! by about the same factor). This is especially
true for the high-mass ellipticals (for which the evolution in
Re is strongest) which, at z = 0, are the most dark matter
dominated within their stellar Re. At a given halo mass, Rhalo
evolves weakly—the evolution in halo concentrations almost
completely offsets the evolution in virial radii (this reflects the
fact seen in most simulations that massive halos build inside
out—the central potential is set first and then the outer halo
builds up; see Bullock et al. 2001; Wechsler et al. 2002), so
assuming the ratio M!/Mhalo does not evolve much with redshift
(as inferred in most observations and halo occupation models;
see Section 2.2), then the contribution of the halo to ! (!halo)
evolves weakly at fixed M!. If anything, it can decrease—if
the baryonic component is more compact at high-z, then the
enclosed dark matter mass in the stellar Re is smaller.

Roughly, then, if we consider the observed velocity dispersion
to reflect a galaxy potential and halo potential which add linearly,
we obtain ! 2 # (M!/Re + Mhalo/Rhalo). If we consider systems
of fixed M!, and Mhalo(M!) and Rhalo(Mhalo) evolve weakly, then
we obtain

$! (z | M!)%
$! (0 | M!)%

= 1&
1 + "

!

" +
$Re(0)%
$Re(z)%

, (8)

where " ' (Mhalo/Rhalo)/(M!/Re) ( 1–2 is the relative
fraction of the central potential contributed by the dark matter at
z = 0. For the values of " we estimate (( 1 at M! ( 1011 M)
and ( 2 at M! ( 1012 M)), this simple expectation fits the
observed trends well.

4.1.3. The Fundamental Plane

Combining these trends, we anticipate the evolution in
Mdyn/M! shown in Figure 17. Since Mdyn ' k ! 2 Re/G, the
stronger evolution in Re largely drives the evolution in Mdyn.
We emphasize that this reflects a real difference in the enclosed
matter within the stellar Re (as we have defined it, there are no
significant structural or kinematic nonhomology effects). The

decrease in Mdyn at fixed M! in the highest-mass systems is a
consequence of the fact that at low-z, they have small dissipa-
tional content and have larger stellar Re, so have larger dark
matter masses enclosed in Re (and thus higher enclosed mass in
Re). At high-z, their progenitors are gas rich, so they are formed
in highly dissipational mergers and have compact stellar distri-
butions, which enclose less dark matter in the stellar Re.

Figure 18 shows the implications of this evolution for the
FP as a function of redshift. At low redshift, the observed tilt
(# * 0.2) is recovered. At high redshift, however, all progenitors
are gas rich, so there is not much difference in the dissipational
content at low and high masses—meaning their compactness
(relative to, e.g., their dark matter halos or progenitor disks) is
no longer a strong function of mass. The high-mass systems,
being nearly as dissipational as low-mass systems, are similarly
baryon-dominated in their stellar Re, and there is less tilt.

At the level predicted here, it may be difficult to observe
the predicted FP evolution. Robust velocity dispersions and
effective radii in the same rest-frame band (avoiding a bias
toward smaller Re as observations probe closer to the rest-
frame UV) may be obtainable in large samples at z ! 1,
but the predicted evolution in that interval is weak—within the
systematic uncertainties at z ( 0.

This is consistent with observational constraints in this
redshift interval from weak lensing (Heymans et al. 2006) and
optical studies (di Serego Alighieri et al. 2005; Treu et al.
2005; van der Wel et al. 2005; van Dokkum & van der Marel
2007; Brown et al. 2008). These observations do see evolution
in optical bands (in the opposite sense to that predicted here,
namely an increasing apparent tilt), but find that this owes to
stellar population effects (di Serego Alighieri et al. 2005)—the
evolution observed in terms of Mdyn and M! is either negligible
or slightly negative (as predicted here). Any model where the
stellar populations of lower-mass ellipticals are systematically
younger (as is predicted here; see Hopkins et al. 2008c for
details) will predict the observed trend in optical bands: if, say,
a low-mass system at z = 0 has a stellar population age of
( 7 Gyr whereas a high-mass system has an age of ( 12 Gyr,
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Figure 17. Predicted evolution in the ratio of dynamical mass estimator Mdyn = k ! 2 Re/G to stellar mass M! with redshift (as Figure 15). Comparing Figures 15 and
16, the evolution is primarily driven by evolving Re—more dissipational, compact stellar remnants are increasingly baryon-dominated inside their stellar Re. Again,
low-mass systems are already highly dissipational and baryon-dominated inside Re at z = 0, so there is little room for evolution.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Mhalo " M! by about the same factor). This is especially
true for the high-mass ellipticals (for which the evolution in
Re is strongest) which, at z = 0, are the most dark matter
dominated within their stellar Re. At a given halo mass, Rhalo
evolves weakly—the evolution in halo concentrations almost
completely offsets the evolution in virial radii (this reflects the
fact seen in most simulations that massive halos build inside
out—the central potential is set first and then the outer halo
builds up; see Bullock et al. 2001; Wechsler et al. 2002), so
assuming the ratio M!/Mhalo does not evolve much with redshift
(as inferred in most observations and halo occupation models;
see Section 2.2), then the contribution of the halo to ! (!halo)
evolves weakly at fixed M!. If anything, it can decrease—if
the baryonic component is more compact at high-z, then the
enclosed dark matter mass in the stellar Re is smaller.

Roughly, then, if we consider the observed velocity dispersion
to reflect a galaxy potential and halo potential which add linearly,
we obtain ! 2 # (M!/Re + Mhalo/Rhalo). If we consider systems
of fixed M!, and Mhalo(M!) and Rhalo(Mhalo) evolve weakly, then
we obtain
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where " ' (Mhalo/Rhalo)/(M!/Re) ( 1–2 is the relative
fraction of the central potential contributed by the dark matter at
z = 0. For the values of " we estimate (( 1 at M! ( 1011 M)
and ( 2 at M! ( 1012 M)), this simple expectation fits the
observed trends well.

4.1.3. The Fundamental Plane

Combining these trends, we anticipate the evolution in
Mdyn/M! shown in Figure 17. Since Mdyn ' k ! 2 Re/G, the
stronger evolution in Re largely drives the evolution in Mdyn.
We emphasize that this reflects a real difference in the enclosed
matter within the stellar Re (as we have defined it, there are no
significant structural or kinematic nonhomology effects). The

decrease in Mdyn at fixed M! in the highest-mass systems is a
consequence of the fact that at low-z, they have small dissipa-
tional content and have larger stellar Re, so have larger dark
matter masses enclosed in Re (and thus higher enclosed mass in
Re). At high-z, their progenitors are gas rich, so they are formed
in highly dissipational mergers and have compact stellar distri-
butions, which enclose less dark matter in the stellar Re.

Figure 18 shows the implications of this evolution for the
FP as a function of redshift. At low redshift, the observed tilt
(# * 0.2) is recovered. At high redshift, however, all progenitors
are gas rich, so there is not much difference in the dissipational
content at low and high masses—meaning their compactness
(relative to, e.g., their dark matter halos or progenitor disks) is
no longer a strong function of mass. The high-mass systems,
being nearly as dissipational as low-mass systems, are similarly
baryon-dominated in their stellar Re, and there is less tilt.

At the level predicted here, it may be difficult to observe
the predicted FP evolution. Robust velocity dispersions and
effective radii in the same rest-frame band (avoiding a bias
toward smaller Re as observations probe closer to the rest-
frame UV) may be obtainable in large samples at z ! 1,
but the predicted evolution in that interval is weak—within the
systematic uncertainties at z ( 0.

This is consistent with observational constraints in this
redshift interval from weak lensing (Heymans et al. 2006) and
optical studies (di Serego Alighieri et al. 2005; Treu et al.
2005; van der Wel et al. 2005; van Dokkum & van der Marel
2007; Brown et al. 2008). These observations do see evolution
in optical bands (in the opposite sense to that predicted here,
namely an increasing apparent tilt), but find that this owes to
stellar population effects (di Serego Alighieri et al. 2005)—the
evolution observed in terms of Mdyn and M! is either negligible
or slightly negative (as predicted here). Any model where the
stellar populations of lower-mass ellipticals are systematically
younger (as is predicted here; see Hopkins et al. 2008c for
details) will predict the observed trend in optical bands: if, say,
a low-mass system at z = 0 has a stellar population age of
( 7 Gyr whereas a high-mass system has an age of ( 12 Gyr,
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Massive Quiescent gal+ies are indeed  
smaller at earlier times 
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Massive Quiescent gal+ies have higher velocity 
dispersions at earlier times 
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Stellar density within re is higher at z~2  
and evolves rapidly with time 
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Stellar density within 1 kpc  
only slightly higher at earlier times 
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Hydro-simulation predict similar evolution 
in s5e and velocity dispersion 
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Fig. 1.— Left: Projected stellar half-mass radii of the simulated galaxies versus stellar masses for redshifts z=0 (blue circles), z=1 (red
triangles), z=2 (green triangles) and z=4 (purple stars). Quiescent galaxies with low specific star formation rates (sSFR ! 0.3/tH) have
solid symbols, other galaxies have open symbols. Since z " 2 all galaxies evolve rapidly in size. The dashed line indicates the observed
size-mass relation for early-type galaxies of (Nipoti et al. 2009) with the one-sigma scatter indicated by the dotted lines. The z=0 mass cut
of M! > 6.3 # 1010M" for the galaxy sample is indicated by the vertical dashed line. Right: Projected stellar half-mass radii of galaxies
with stellar masses M! > 6.3 # 1010M" (see arrow on the left plot) as a function of redshift. The black symbols indicate the mean sizes
at a given redshift with the error bars showing the standard deviation. The star forming galaxies (open symbols) and mean values are
o!set by 0.1 in redshift for clarity. The black lines show the result of a power law fit for all (dotted line) and quiescent (solid line) systems,
respectively in good agreement with observed relations. Observational estimates from di!erent authors are given by the solid star symbols
where the dotted error bars show the observed scatter (see van Dokkum et al. 2008; Cenarro & Trujillo 2009) with the exeption of the
observation by van de Sande et al. (2011). Since this is a single object, here the error bars indicate the uncertainty of the measurement..
By z=3 all progenitor galaxies drop below our mass limit.

jected half-mass radii presented in Fig. 1 at di!erent red-
shifts as a function of the ratio of stars accreted onto the
galaxy M!,acc to the stars formed in-situ in the galaxy,
M!,ins at the same redshifts. We consider a star parti-
cle in the simulation as formed in-situ in the galaxy if
it is created inside Rgal(! 0.1 " Rvir). Black bordered
symbols indicate galaxies with stellar masses larger than
6.3" 1010M" whose size evolution is plotted in the right
panel of Fig. 1. There is a clear correlation between
the relative amount of accreted stars and in-situ stars
not only at redshift zero (Oser et al. 2010) but also at
high redshifts (z # 2). This indicates that stellar ac-
cretion drives the size evolution of the systems as soon
as the accreted stars start to dominate the total mass
(M!,acc/M!,ins > 1) at z # 2 as also predicted from semi-
analytical modeling (Khochfar & Silk 2006b). At earlier
times the stellar mass growth is dominated by in-situ
star formation (Oser et al. 2010), i.e. the stars form out
of cold gas that was able to radiate away a large frac-
tion of its gravitational energy and thus leading to com-
pact systems. The binding energy of the accreted stars,
however, is retained and will increase the total energy
content of the accreting galaxy, both by shock-heating
the gas - which then can cool radiatively - as well as ex-
panding the existing dark matter and stellar components
(Johansson et al. 2009b). This in general leads to more
extended systems.
In Fig. 3 we compare the density profiles of a subsam-

ple of massive galaxies (M! > 2 " 1011M") at redshift

2 and the present day. In agreement with Naab et al.
(2009) we find that within the half-mass radius the high
redshift systems are dominated by stars that formed in-
situ while the contribution of accreted stars to the inner
mass profile is small. At the present day the stellar mass
inside the e!ective radius is dominated by accreted stars
added at radii larger than > 1 kpc . This accretion is
responsible for the strong size increase (Oser et al. 2010)
and is in agreement with the results from stacked imaging
for massive galaxies at a constant number density that
also show an increase in surface densities predominantly
in the outer regions (van Dokkum et al. 2010).

4. REDSHIFT EVOLUTION OF VELOCITY DISPERSIONS

In the left panel of Fig. 4 we show the central stellar
line-of-sight velocity dispersions for the simulated galax-
ies as a function of the stellar mass at redshift z=4 (pur-
ple stars), z=2 (green triangles), z=1 (red triangles) and
z=0 (blue circles). The line-of-sight velocity dispersions
have been calculated within 0.5 " R1/2 along the three
principal axes and then averaged. The mass-dispersion
relation from Nipoti et al. (2009) for galaxies more mas-
sive than M! # 1011M" is indicated by the dashed
line. It is evident that at a given mass range the ve-
locity dispersions of the galaxies systematically increase
with redshift. This is illustrated in the right panel of
Fig. 4 where we show the evolution of the projected ve-
locity dispersion for galaxies with masses in the range
of 6.3 " 1011M" < M! < 1.6 " 1012M" (indicated by

6 Oser et al.

Fig. 4.— Central (within 0.5 R1/2) projected velocity dispersion as a function of stellar mass at z=0 (blue circles), z=1 (red triangles),
z=2 (green triangles) and z=4 (purple stars). The relation for local galaxies from Nipoti et al. (2009) are shown by the dashed line with
the dotted lines indicating the scatter of the observed galaxies. At a given mass the velocity dispersion decreases significantly from z=4
to z=0. The mass limits used for the right plot are indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Right: Central projected velocity dispersion
of the simulated galaxies with masses in the range of 6.3 ! 1010M! < M! < 1.6 ! 1011M! at any given redshift as a function of
redshift. Solid symbols represent star forming galaxies and empty symbols show quiescent systems (o!set by 0.1 in redshift for clarity).
Observational estimates from di!erent authors are given by the solid star symbols (see Cenarro & Trujillo 2009; van de Sande et al. 2011;
Martinez-Manso et al. 2011) with the observed scatter given by the dotted error bars, where available. The black lines show the result of a
power law fit for all (dashed line) and the quiescent (solid line) galaxies, respectively. The simulations indicate a mild dispersion evolution
from " 262 kms"1 at z=2 to " 177 kms"1 at z=0, in agreement with observations.

Fig. 5.— The size growth predicted by equation 1 in combination
with the stellar merger histories compared to the actual size growth
in the simulations of the galaxies more massive than M# = 6.3 !
1010M! at z=2. The green triangles indicate the evolution between
z=2 and z=0 the red triangles the evolution between z=1 and z=0.
The simple virial estimate is a good predictor for the actual size
evolution.

approximation however can only be valid if the assembly
history for z < 2 is not dominated by dissipational pro-
cesses which is the case for the massive systems presented
here (see Oser et al. 2010 for the relevant analysis).
To better understand the dominant assembly mecha-

nism of our simulated massive galaxies we have computed
the average mass-weighted merger mass-ratio for every
galaxy since z=2. In the left panel of Fig. 6 we show the
average mass-weighted merger mass-ratio as function of
present-day stellar galaxy mass (blue dots). The depen-
dence on galaxy mass is weak. The average values in
bins of 0.2 dex in mass are shown by the black diamonds
with one sigma errors bars. Overall the average mass-
weighted merger mass-ratio is ! 0.20± 0.10. This makes
’minor mergers’ with mass ratios of 1:5 the dominant
assembly mode, on average, for the massive simulated
galaxies (see Hirschmann et al. 2011 for a representation
of a typical merger tree). The tendency of this ratio to
change with the mass of the host system cannot be deter-
mined by our calculations with any statistical certainty
(the slope of the fitted curve is 0.05±0.18). However, we
anticipate that for very low mass galaxies major mergers
would become more important. If the slope of the mass
function for satellites were d(ln N)/d(lnM) ! "!, then
the expectation would be that the mass-weighted merger
ratio would be (2"!)/(3"!) ! 0.44 if dynamical friction
were not a dominant process and (3" !)/(4" !) ! 0.64
if it were dominant. Thus, for low mass parent galax-
ies, we would anticipate that the typical merger would
be relatively ’major’ with the ratio of parent to satellite

Oser et al. 2012 
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Fig. 2.— Projected stellar half-mass radius of the simulated
galaxies at di !erent redshifts (see Fig. 1) versus the fract ion of
stellar mass accreted (in major mergers, minor mergers and a ccre-
tion events), M , acc , to the stellar mass formed in-situ, M , ins , in
the galaxies. The black bordered symbols indicate systems m ore
massive than M > 6.3! 1010 M . At z 2 galaxies with a higher
fraction of accreted stars have larger sizes indicating tha t accretion
of stellar systems drives the size evolution of massive gala xies.

Fig. 3.— Stellar density as a function of radial distance to the
galactic center at redshift 0 (blue) and 2 (green) averaged o ver the
most massive systems ( M > 2 ! 1011 M at z = 0). The arrows
indicate the average half-mass radii at a given redshift. At z = 2
we find that the stellar mass profile inside the half-mass radi us is
still dominated by stars that have formed in-situ (dotted li nes).
At z = 0 the half-mass radii of our galaxies have significantly
extended due to accreted stars (dashed lines) which dominat e the
total density (solid lines) at larger radii.

the vertical lines in the left panel) as a function of red-
shift. In this mass range the velocity dispersions drop
from 262 ± 28kms! 1 at z=2 to 177 ± 22kms! 1 at z=0,
a decrease of roughly a factor of 1.5. The evolution is
statistically significant but weak (see also Hopkins et al.
2009b). The black lines show a fit for the average ve-
locity dispersions for all (dashed line) and the quies-
cent (solid line) galaxies only. As for the sizes, we fit
the redshift evolution of the velocity dispersions like
!1/ 2 (1 + z )! . Again we find a slightly stronger evo-
lution for the quiescent systems ( " = 0 .44) than for all
galaxies in our samples ( " = 0 .37). van de Sande et al.
(2011) obtain a similar value of " = 0 .51± 0.07. Depend-
ing on selection criteria Saglia et al. (2010) find values
for " ranging from 0.59 ± 0.10 to 0.19 ± 0.10. Follow-
ing Cenarro & Trujillo (2009) we compare to observa-
tions o! ocal ellipticals and measurements at higher red-
shift (di Serego Alighieri et al. 2005; van der Wel et al.
2005, 2008; Cenarro & Trujillo 2009). In general we find
a good agreement with the observations.

5. STELLAR MERGER HISTORIES

Similar to Cole et al. (2000), Naab et al. (2009) and
Bezanson et al. (2009) demonstrated, using the virial
theorem, how the size growth of a galaxy after a dis-
sipationless merger event can be predicted. Assuming
energy conservation and parabolic orbits (Benson 2005;
Khochfar & Burkert 2006) the final gravitational radius
of the system is given by

R g, f

R g, i
=

(1 + #)2

(1 + )
, (1)

where R g, i and R g, f are the initial and final gravitational
radii (before and after the merger event) which we as-
sume to be proportional to the spherical half mass radii
(Naab et al. 2009). Here, # = M a /M i is the fractional
mass increase during the merger and = va 2 / vi 2 is
the ratio of the mean square speeds of the accreted satel-
lites and the initial system. This estimate implies that
the accretion of weakly bound stellar systems ( 1) re-
sults in a particularly e "cient size increase. To test the
validity of this simple estimate in our full cosmological
simulation we follow the stellar merger histories of our
simulated galaxies. We identify every satellite merging
with the most massive progenitor of the central galaxy
using a FOF-finder with a minimum number of 20 stellar
particles ( ! 1.2 " 108M ). At z = 2 all galaxies in our
sample are more massive than ! 1010 .1M , i.e. we re-
solve mergers at least down to a mass-ratio of ! 1 : 100.
For the satellites as well as the host we compute the mass
and the total internal velocity dispersion and with this in-
formation and Eqn. 1 we estimate the size evolution since
z=2. In Fig. 5 we show the estimated size growth for all
galaxies exceeding the z=2 mass limit of 6 .3 " 1010M
since redshift 2 (green triangles) and 1 (red triangles),
respectively. We compare this estimated size growth to
the actual size growth that we directly measure from
our simulated galaxies. Considering the simplifications
used in Eqn. 1 - homologous, one-component systems
merging on zero energy orbits - the predicted and actual
growth agree notably well. This confirms earlier find-
ings (Naab & Ostriker 2009) that the simple formula is
a good predictor even in a full cosmological context. This
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Strong evolution in effective density 
central density stays roughly the same 
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Take Home Message 

Photometric and dynamical masses of distant 
compact massive galaxies are in good agreement 
 

The stellar density within re evolves rapidly, while 
within 1 kpc it is consistent with a very mild or no 
evolution 
 

Distant massive compact galaxies are the cores 
of present-day ellipticals and grow inside-out by 
mostly minor mergers  
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